AROHA ALLIANCE
LET THIS BE OUR PRAYER
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XqsFrdyFbqY&list=RDX42XQb-w-EU&index=2

KARANGA – “CALL FROM MY HEART” 432hz FREQUENCY OF LOVE.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pzklhr0Q7yc&ab_channel=432Hertz

AOTEAROA (Land of the long white cloud)
Maori Version: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jWhAoZZh8fc
English Version: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yd3d07snDHU

NATIONAL ANTHEM OF AOTEAROA - JEW ZEELAND [NEW ZEALAND]
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0KtPIk7X5xs

TRUE GARDEN OF EDEN – SOUTHERN ALPS / Kā Tiritiri o te Moana
https://www.topomap.co.nz/NZTopoMap/nz30300/Garden-Of-Eden-Ice-Plateau/
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KINGDOM HOUSE OF IO
WORLD OF LOVE GOVERNANCE
AROHA by Alpha and Omega Agape Love
MY WHANAU KIN-DOM
MY PERSONAL PROFILE
GAIN2UMATRIX - Platform 1
SMART EXCHANGE INFORMATION PAGE
GAIN2UNETWORK – Platform 2
MORE BUSINESS CONCEPTS

We have our own Kingdom and self-governing systems that all people can alliance with
under the jurisdiction of natural law, the rule of law by the law of the land (not fictitious
unnatural law) and our own cooperative bartering solutions to establish global alliances. As
Tino Rangatiratanga Mauri Mana Motuhake we are Suv-eran Absolute in Private Equitable
and Righteous Standing.
I am currently in design and construction of a transitioning model. It is an online solution to
zero-balance the debt ledger of fiat currency into credit-euro current-see (energy exchange)
of the people.
The GOLD Authority standard is the spirit of the people. AU = Authority, Gold Symbol, Me
or I in our Native Language.
The transitioning model will have a mobile app for smartphones and apple i-phones with an
affordable start-up solution.
A one-off pledge of €10 Euro Dollars plus payment gateway fees to start on the platform to
build a credit-line. It has an internal affiliate referral marketing infrastructure that requires
alliances to ADD 10 New Subscribers within the first month of joining and adding 1 New
Subscriber each month thereafter. This establishes an internal business network of
bartering partners. To use the credit-euro a subscriber will need to upgrade to gain access
to the full functions of the platform. This can be paid by your internal e-wallet credits or
through our payment gateway.
By participating in the before the system has built-in pre-set parameters to reward its
subscribers with internal credit-euro to exchange on the advertising platform. This is our
own private medium of exchange and our model encompasses the affiliate referral
marketing strategy for growth and development of our Kingdom backed by the people and
the acceptance of its terms.
HERE is a look at the model:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0HH6d4Ebc_g&ab_channel=GAIN2UNETWORK
Once a subscriber has accrued credit-euro in their e-wallet accounts they can use them on
the advertising platform of (GAIN) Global Advertising Internet Network Foundation. They
can also create a VOUCHER to transfer their credits to platform 2 Godzone Credit Exchange
to earn an uncapped credit-line from its pay-it-forward membership share model.
ALL resources are backed by the true intrinsic value of products and services exchanged on
the advertising platforms, supported by the equal intake of banked deposits or accredited
bond certificate values, backed by land title holdings we refer to as the (Land Banks).

By using our own private medium of exchange (internal credit-euro energy exchange),
collectively we can forge alliances to exchange locally, nationally and internationally.
The ultimate intention of our systems is to use our credit-euro to zero-balance the debt
ledger of fiat currency as we all have a fiduciary responsibility. Then to create equal
opportunity for fair and free trade alliances for our businesses that include individual
consumers. This will cut out the middle man (global monopoly) and create a direct approach
that will bring prices to a much sustainable level of exchange based on people-power and
what they think is an acceptable value of exchange.
The systems are self-sustainable as it generates its own internal resource that can be
exchanged in good will, god willing to keep an accurate record of its true intrinsic values
created by your ability to unite in common unity as a conscious community.
Natural Law, rules of engagement, terms and conditions and the integrity of our network
who participate in righteous standing will establish peace and wealth in abundance for all.
Haere mai ki te teepu hakari ki te kai
Come to the banquet table to eat.

ACTION PLAN

1. JOIN with a €10 Euro Dollar pledge plus payment gateway fees in the pre-launch to build
a credit-line in a 10 x 6 infrastructure that auto-upgrades to create uncapped credit
rewards.
2. Establish 10 New Subscribers as quickly as possible or within the first month of joining
and add 1 New Subscriber each month thereafter to build a buyers support network.
3. Upgrade to the advertising website, using your credit rewards or the payment gateway.
A one-time set up pledge of €250 Euro Dollars and €20 Euro Dollars a month thereafter.
4. Receive 50% of the listing fee from Real Estate, Business Ventures and Business
Directory Services.
5. Private Real Estate Agents that contract their service to us can receive 50% of the 2%
Marketing Fee from the sales proceeds on Real Estate and Business Ventures they
individually sell.
6. Anyone can advertise from their back-office member’s login area.
7. Business owners can advertise in the Business Directory Service for global exposure.
8. Collectively we can establish conscious communities in common unity by building
alliances. This is the key to limitless opportunities using our own private medium of
exchange to zero balance the debt ledger.
9. Vouchers can be redeemed with platform 2, Godzone Credit Exchange at GAIN 2U
Network to build your credit-line from the 50/50 Membership Subscription Shares.
10. Internal credit-euro transfers can be made between subscribers.

